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Dear Mr. Marwell and Ms. Sullivan & ARRB,I wanted to forward the following to your attention, a bit of 

dialogue between Lisa Pease of CTKW and PROBE, and Jack White, JFK photo-researcher of long standing.They 

are discussing the confession of Charles Harrelson to the JFK murder, and the removal of Mr. Harrison from 

Texas to Illinois before he could be interviewed by Texas reporters. This also involved a shift of jurisdiction 

from state to federal institutions. Why did this happen? We're counting on the ARRB to surface the relevant 

documents. Thank you for your consideration,Sincerely, garby leon From: jackwhite <jwjfk@flash.net>To: 

Multiple recipients of <jfkshare@exo.com>Subject: Harrelson...forwarded messageNew message to: 

jfkshare@exo.comCommands to: macjor@exo.comProblems to: MODERATOR jfklancr@exo.com*Lisa asked... 

> When did THAT happen? Last I heard he (Charles V. Harrelson) was in jail in Texas. Hmm!(JACK 

WHITE)Following his conviction for the hit on federal judge John Wood, Harrelson was imprisoned in the 

Huntsville (TX) Main Unit of the Texas Prison System. At the time it was A STATE MURDER. Later a law was 

passed making murder of federal officials A FEDERAL CRIME. But no ex post facto, right?In the early 80s, after 

Gary Mack and I identified Harrelson as the tall tramp photographed in Dealey Plaza, Gary Shaw and Chuck 

Cook (DMN reporter) arranged an appointment with the warden to interview Harrelson. The day before they 

were to drive to Huntsville, the warden called Shaw and said Harrelson was no longer available for the 

interview. HARRELSON WAS BEING TRANSFERRED TO A FEDERAL MAXIMUM SECURITY PRISON IN ILLINOIS 

(where he remains). No reason was given forthis illegal transfer.I think the ARRB should get all the records 

regarding Harrelson and why he is in prision in Illinois for a Texas murder. Harrelson once DID CONFESS TO 

KILLING JFK, you know! And he was buddies with R.D.Matthews and Jack Ruby, and had CIA ties.Jack
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